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Fred and Tedâ€”beloved canine stars of P. D. Eastman's Big Dog . . . Little Dog and son Peter

Eastman's Fred and Ted Go Campingâ€”take flight on a new adventure: flying planes to a tropical

island! There the good friends enjoy the beach, each in his own style. But will the dogs' tale be

ruined by the rising tide? It's a close-call for Fred and Ted in this charming introduction to

opposites!Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to read all by

themselves, with simple words and illustrationsÂ that give clues to their meaning.
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Very cute book about Fred and Ted. The original "Big Dog Little Dog" was a big hit in my house so I

thought I would try this one as well. It was just as well received. It is perfect for the handy man Dad

to read as "Fred put a new part on his green airplane. Ted checked the oil on his red airplane." A

great beginner book!

Our toddler has a pilot Daddy, but any kid who loves planes will love this. He's getting so that he

can "read" with me. Rhyme and fun learning with Ted & Fred. Opposites and other lessons too.

My daughter loves Fred and Ted, so when I saw this one I had to scoop it up. My daughter asks to

read this book a few nights a week. It was great when she first began to recognize site words. Now



that she's reading fairly well- she loves it even more! I enjoyed the opposites and the simple story.

Wonderful beginner's book!!

got this for my 5 year old who loves "Fred and Ted go camping" book, and requested specifically

another book by Peter Eastman. this is more of the same - cute story, bright colorful illustrations,

lots of opposites, lots of sight words, and easy to read.

And the artist has enough knowledge of surfing to (a) make a proper short board and long board

and (b) not make the surfers (Fred and Ted) ride on "top" or "back" of the wave, like so many others

incorrectly depict in surfing pictures.

Fred and Ted are canine stars of BIG DOG...LITTLE DOG: here they return to take off to a tropical

island. With one in a green airplane, one in a red one, the two friends have a ball in this gentle story

of dogs who take to the air: perfect for either read-aloud or for beginning reader attempts.

I enjoyed Go Dog Go and decided to invest in this option. It was simple for a young beginner reader

and had a very simple story line. My kids grew up with P.D.Eastman and I wanted to share some of

his work with the grand's.

Since we have dogs, these books (Fred & Ted) are a favorite with our toddler granddaughters!
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